PERFORMANCE YOU CAN’T PASS UP.

1. 18-INCH PAINTED CAST-ALUMINUM WHEEL.
   Set the tone for custom good looks and set your Compass apart from the crowd with these stylish wheels that feature high-gloss Black painted rims and a machined Silver lip.

2. 18-INCH CHROME-CLAD ALUMINUM WHEEL.
   Our premium five-spoke Chrome wheel is machined to match your vehicle’s specifications for a balanced ride and provides a long-lasting shine.

3. WINTER WHEEL.
   This durable Black steel replacement wheel is an affordable and reliable way to set up your vehicle with a set of winter tires. Keeps your aluminum wheels out of the snow, salt, and slush.

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES:

- Engine Block Heater
- Engine Oil Cooler Kit
- Flat Splash Guards
- Locking Gas Cap
- Master Shield ® Vehicle Protection Products
- Premium Vehicle Care Products
- Moulded Cargo Tray
- Speed Control
- Storage Bag
- Trailering Accessories
- Windshield Sunshade

The Mopar name has long been emblazoned on race cars greeted by checkered flags, on boxes left over from a weekend of wrenching, and on shirts belonging to the masters of your make and model. Its rich history is born not just of parts…but of lifelong connections made at those tracks, garages, and service bays. Mopar is with you the moment you get your keys, and for every kilometre thereafter. It helps make your ride your own with accessories of every kind. It assures you with expert maintenance, made-for-your-model parts, and Chrysler Service Contracts.
1. **Roof Top Cargo Basket.**
   - Adds cargo space and locks to the Sport Utility Bars.
   - Basket measures 1118mm x 991mm and features a front air deflector.

2. **Sport Utility Bars.**
   - These versatile bars are built of heavy-duty anodized aluminum and feature T-slots that allow quick carrier installation. Bars attach to the standard equipment side rails and accommodate all our carrier accessories. Set of two.

3. **18-inch Black Painted Cast-Aluminum Wheel.**
   - Set the tone for custom good looks and set your Compass apart from the crowd with these stylish wheels that feature high-gloss Black painted rims and a machined Silver lip.

4. **Hitch Receiver.**
   - This Class I hitch receiver features a 1½-inch opening with a towing capacity of up to 907kg (2000 lb) with weight-distributing equipment. Ball Mount, Hitch Ball, Hitch Plug, and Wiring Harness sold separately. Engine Oil Cooler is also available.

5. **Roof-Mount Water Sports Carrier.**
   - Transports most kayaks, sailboards, or surfboards with flat or curved hulls. Carrier mounts to Sport Utility Bars (sold separately).

6. **Chrome Mirror Covers.**
   - Reflect your personal sense of style with these bright chrome covers that meet Jeep® brand standards for quality, fit, and finish.

7. **Chrome Door Handle Covers.**
   - Chrome door handle covers will complement the look of your vehicle. Kit contains covers for both door handles. Kit of four is available.

8. **Front Air Deflector.**
   - Stylish deflector creates an air stream to help direct road debris, dirt, and bugs up and away from your Compass’s hood and windshield. It features the Jeep logo and is available in Smoke.

9. **18-inch Chrome-Clad Aluminum Wheel.**
   - Our premium five-spoke Chrome wheel is machined to match your vehicle’s specifications for a balanced ride and provides a long-lasting shine. It features the Jeep brand logo on the centre cap.

10. **Chrome Fuel Filler Door.**
    - A simple yet noticeable display that enhances the look of your Compass. Replaces your existing fuel door with a seamless fit.

---

**START YOUR ADVENTURE IN STYLE.**

**Show on dealer:**
- Roof Top Cargo Basket, Sport Utility Bars, 18-inch Black Painted Cast-Aluminum Wheel,
- Chrome Fuel Filler Door, Chrome Door Handle Covers, Chrome Mirror Covers.

---

**ALL DRESSED UP, WITH EVERYWHERE TO GO.**

**Show on dealer:**
- Roof-Mount Water Sports Carrier, Chrome Mirror Covers, Chrome Door Handle Covers,
- Chrome Fuel Filler Door, 18-inch Chrome-Clad Aluminum Wheel.
1. Sport Utility Bars.

These sturdy anodized aluminum bars are built of heavy-duty extruded aluminum and feature a lower center section for easier installation. Bars attach to the standard equipment side rails and accommodate all of our carrier accessories.

2. Roof Top Cargo Carrier.

Choose from two styles to keep up with your active lifestyle. Tough aluminum alloy and double-stitched seams and are available in two lengths. In addition to standard equipment side rails or Sport Utility Bars.

3. Roof Top CarGo Carrier.

This versatile black nylon carrier is weatherproof and secures to the Sport Utility Bars with nylon straps holds one canoe and mounts to both wheels secured. Carriers mount to Sport Utility Bars.

4. Roof-Mount Bike Carriers.

These convenient carriers feature extra-large cross rails or Sport Utility Bars. (2)インaptured based on the size of your Compass to accommodate all of our carrier accessories. Bars attach to the rear of your Compass to accommodate all of our carrier accessories.

5. Hitch-Mount Bike Carrier.

This fully adjustable carrier with latching hooks, mount locks, and security cover features carrying clamps, cable, and bolt. Carrier also features a large covered zipper mount locks, and secures to the Sport Utility Bars. (2)インaptured based on the size of your Compass to accommodate all of our carrier accessories. Bars attach to the rear of your Compass to accommodate all of our carrier accessories.

6. Hitch-Mount Bar and Snowboard Carrier.

This heavy-duty nylon carrier is weatherproof and secures to the Sport Utility Bars with nylon straps holds one canoe and mounts to both wheels secured. Carriers mount to Sport Utility Bars.

7. Vertical Convenience Net.

Add on to the fun.

1. Katzkin Leather Interiors.

Katzkin and Mopar have come together to create a unique interior accessory program for enthusiasts who want to express their individuality. Katzkin offers premium leather-trimmed packages with embroideries, chrome leather, suede, and much more to suit virtually any lifestyle. Ask your dealer for more information.

8. Roof-Mount Ski and Snowboard Carrier.

Carrier holds up to six pairs of skis, four snowboards, or a combination of the two. Ski and Snowboard carrier features corrosion-resistant lock covers and either-side opening and sealed seams. Carrier also features a large covered zipper mount locks, and secures to the Sport Utility Bars. (2)インaptured based on the size of your Compass to accommodate all of our carrier accessories. Bars attach to the rear of your Compass to accommodate all of our carrier accessories.

9. Sunroof Air Deflector.

Enjoy your sunroof and some fresh air without the air buffeting. Air Deflector is constructed of thermoplastic carrier keeps your cargo dry and secures to the standard equipment side rails and snowboard carrier features corrosion-resistant lock covers and either-side opening and sealed seams. Carrier also features a large covered zipper mount locks, and secures to the Sport Utility Bars. (2)インaptured based on the size of your Compass to accommodate all of our carrier accessories. Bars attach to the rear of your Compass to accommodate all of our carrier accessories.


Helps keep your pet from entering the rear seat and passenger area.

11. Premium Carpet Floor Mats.

Our premium mat is constructed of a durable Black “wet suit” material helps keep dirt and moisture off your seat surfaces. Front passenger mat fits most floor contours.

12. Slush Mats.

These custom-fit mats feature deep grooves and are designed to fit the cargo area of your Compass and are sold together as a kit. Both mats feature rubber backing for added versatility. Available in Pebble Beige or Slate Grey.

ACCESSORIES THAT GIVE YOU THE LATITUDE TO EXPLORE SOME LONGITUDE.
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Jeep logo on a metal plate can be welded into four different patterns.


Made of 600 denier 100% polyester, available in Pebble Beige or Slate Grey and feature the unique design and the Jeep logo and are damage-resistant.

4. CarGo Tote.

Organization takes a stand with this handy storage bin that can be divided into four compartments.

5. Door Sill Guards.

Brighten up your doors with some stylish Guards. Sold as a set of four. Front door sill are embossed with the Compass logo. Guards protect your door sills and provide protection. Guards protect your door sills and provide protection. Guards protect your door sills and provide protection. Guards protect your door sills and provide protection.

6. CarGo Area Security Cover.

Helps keep your pet from entering the rear seat and passenger area.

7. Premium Carpet Floor Mats.
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YOU TO TALK ON YOUR BLUETOOTH®-ENABLED ACTIVATED COMMUNICATION SYSTEM THAT ALLOWS UCONNECT PHONE IS AN IN-VEHICLE, VOICE-5. UCONNECT PHONE. THIS SYSTEM AIDS IN THE REMOVAL OF SNOW, 4. HEATED WASHER SOLVENT KIT. PEDALS PROVIDES CONTRAST AND POSITIVE TRACTION. STAINLESS STEEL PEDAL COVERS ADD PLENTY OF 3. BRIGHT PEDAL KIT. ADD A DOSE OF HIGH-TECH STYLE TO THE INTERIOR OF YOUR COMPASS WITH THIS CUSTOM ACCESSORY. ADD A DOSE OF HIGH-TECH STYLE TO THE INTERIOR OF YOUR COMPASS WITH THIS CUSTOM ACCESSORY. AMBIENT LIGHT KIT. ADD A PERFECT AMOUNT OF ACCENT LIGHTING IN ANY CLIMATE. DELIVER THE HEATED WASHER FLUID ON DEMAND, AT PROPER OPERATING TEMPERATURE, IT WILL ICE, FROST, GRIME, AND BUGS. ONCE VEHICLE IS EQUIPPED ON YOUR VEHICLE. ELECTRONIC VEHICLE TRACKING SYSTEM (EVTS). WORKS 24/7 WITH NATIONWIDE COVERAGE. IT’S A FACT: TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE WHEN IT COMES TO SNOW, ICE, FROST, GRIME, AND BUGS. HIGH TECH SOLUTIONS ARE NEEDED, WHICH IS WHERE KICKER ® SPEAKERS AND SUBWOOFERS HAVE BEEN DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR YOUR JEEP® VEHICLE, SO YOU GET AUTOMOTIVE SOUND THE WAY IT WAS INTENDED. AND BEST OF ALL, KICKER PARTS INSTALL EASILY: BOLT THEM IN AND THEN PLUG THEM IN. NO CUTTING OR SOLENOID IS REQUIRED!